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Abstract: We compute the potential-graviton contribution to the scattering amplitude,

the radial action, and the scattering angle of two extremal black holes in N = 8 super-

gravity at the fifth post-Minkowskian order and to next-to-leading order in a large mass

expansion (first self-force order). Properties of classical unitarity cuts allow us to focus

on the integration-by-parts reduction of planar integrals, while nonplanar integrals at this

order are obtained from the planar ones by straightforward manipulations. We present

the solution to the differential equations for all master integrals necessary to evaluate the

classical scattering amplitudes of massive scalar particles at this order in all gravitational

theories, in particular in N = 8 supergravity, and in general relativity. Despite the appear-

ance of higher-weight generalized polylogarithms and elliptic functions in the solution to

the differential equation for master integrals, the final supergravity answer is remarkably

simple and contains only (harmonic) polylogarithmic functions up to weight 2. The sys-

tematic analysis of elliptic integrals discussed here, as well as the particular organization

of boundary integrals in N = 8 observables are independent of supersymmetry and may

have wider applications, including to aspects of collider physics.
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1 Introduction

The detection of gravitational waves [1, 2] marks a major scientific milestone, opening

a remarkable new window on the universe. With the arrival of the next generation

gravitational-wave detectors [3–5] in the coming years, vast increases in sensitivity and

frequency range are expected. Yet, achieving precise theoretical modeling across the entire

parameter spectrum poses formidable challenges. This endeavor necessitates substantial

advancements across various complementary approaches, encompassing numerical relativ-

ity [6–9], the self-force (SF) program [10–13], effective field theory (EFT) [14], the post-

Newtonian (PN) [15–19] and the post-Minkowskian (PM) [20–25] methods. These advance-

ments would then need to be combined into accurate waveform models, such as those based

on the effective-one-body (EOB) approach [26, 27].

Fuelled by applications to gravitational-wave physics, gravitational scattering has wit-

nessed a renewed interest as it provides a clean theoretical probe of two-body dynamics.

In this classical setup, the states representing the compact astrophysical objects are widely

separated throughout the collision process so that the background spacetime is asymptot-

ically Minkowskian and the process can be treated perturbatively. This provides straight-

forward definitions of physical observables, making it easier to compare results obtained

via different methods. The PM framework is the natural language for gravitational scat-

tering, as it maintains Lorentz invariance throughout the calculation, treats interactions

as a perturbative series in Newton’s constant G, and accounts for all orders in velocity.

The connection between quantum-field-theory (QFT) scattering and general relativity

corrections to Newton’s potential has long been appreciated [28–36]. Scattering amplitudes

offer a radically different approach that starts not from the Einstein-Hilbert action but in-

stead from Feynman’s observation that Minkowski space gravity is mediated by gravitons,

i.e. massless spin-2 particles [37]. Moreover, the double-copy construction allows gravita-

tional scattering amplitudes to be constructed to all orders in Newton’s constant starting

from corresponding gauge-theory scattering amplitudes [38–41]. While the starting point

is completely different, the results obtained in an amplitudes-based PM expansion should

be identical to those derived from Einstein field equations.

On the way to evaluating the PM expansion of scattering observables in general rela-

tivity, the study of simpler theories such as electrodynamics or N = 8 supergravity offers

a preview of the subtleties of the desired calculations while avoiding some of its complexi-

ties. Indeed, graviton dominance [42–47] made N = 8 supergravity an ideal testing ground

for identifying graviton modes responsible for the improved high-energy behavior [47] of

the two-loop scattering angle subsequently found in general relativity [48]. Moreover, its

extended supersymmetry, absence of one-loop triangle subgraph, and hidden leading-order

integrability [49] lead to simpler expressions, which nevertheless capture most of the rele-

vant classical nonsupersymmetric physics.

The application of quantum-field-theory techniques to gravitational-wave physics fun-

damentally relies on the separation of scales of conservative and radiative processes, and

on the distinction between the scale of the binary constituents and their mutual mini-

mal separation. Thus, effective field theory (see, e.g., Ref. [50]) is a natural framework
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for the problem of gravitational-wave emission and was originally implemented in world-

line formulations (see, e.g., Refs. [14, 51–55]). The same basic ideas underlie the recent

application of quantum scattering amplitudes to the gravitational two-body problem in

general relativity [33–36, 56] (see Refs. [28, 29, 31, 32] for related early work). Significant

strides in this approach have been fueled and sustained by methods originally developed

for quantum scattering processes for collider physics, including generalized unitarity [57–

62], the double-copy relations between gauge and gravity theories [38–41], and by powerful

integration methods [63–90].

Several amplitudes-based approaches to extracting classical observables from scat-

tering amplitudes have been developed: the EFT matching of two-body Hamiltonians

[56, 91, 92], the observables-based (KMOC) formalism [93], the eikonal approach [94],

the amplitude radial-action relation [95–97], and an exponential representation of the S-

matrix [98]. The expansion in a small mass ratio (or the self-force expansion) within the

PM approach, employing aspects of quantum field theory in curved space, has also been

established [99–101]. More generally, the organization of observables in terms of mass

dependence can be used in conjunction with any of the other strategies for extracting clas-

sical physics. In this paper, we employ this organization as a gauge-invariant separation of

simpler and more complicated parts of the calculation at a fixed PM order.

An existing quantum integrand, as it is the case for N = 8 supergravity [102–104], is a

suitable starting point of the flat-space amplitudes-based approach to classical observables.

The existence of such an integrand, however, is not required, and its parts that contribute

to the classical limit can be found by directly constructing the spanning set of generalized

unitarity cuts (set of cuts which probe all relevant combinations of propagators) that cap-

ture classical physics [92] and then merging them into the classical amplitude. The absence

of global canonical (dual) variables [105–108] for amplitudes beyond the planar limit can

make cut merging a challenging process involving e.g. matching a large global ansatz onto

the (classical) generalized cuts. As detailed in Ref. [109], it is, however, possible to choose

a global basis of nonplanar integrands and actively map all cuts to the chosen basis. If de-

sired, the generalized cuts can then be merged by simply reading off the coefficient of each

basis element from the generalized cuts. The agreement of coefficients of basis integrands

that are shared between different cuts yields nontrivial consistency conditions. However,

the cut merging step is not strictly necessary for the calculation of classical observables

which can be obtained from the unitarity cuts themselves.

While this unitarity-cut-based approach is beneficial for Einstein gravity, the relevant

integrand for N = 8 supergravity is readily available by dimensionally reducing the known

quantum integrand [103], thus rendering the use of cut integrands unnecessary in our

setup. The use of a global basis is, nevertheless, advantageous even though an integrand

is already available: the mapping to a global basis removes spurious singularities and

manifests its gauge-invariance properties [109], therefore yielding a cleaner starting point for

the integration step. Moreover, as we will discuss in Sec. 3.1, based on ideas of Refs. [110–

112], spanning sets of generalized cuts are an extremely useful ingredient in the efficient

implementation of integration-by-parts (IBP) reduction of Feynman integrals.

All current approaches to PM observables lead to the same types of integrals which
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share many similarities to the ones encountered in the evaluation of perturbative quantum

scattering amplitudes for collider physics applications. Thus, a common key part is dealing

with the integrals. The primary differences are that the classically-relevant integrals have a

lower power count, exhibit a reduction in the number of independent kinematic invariants,

and have linearized (eikonal) matter propagators instead of the usual quadratic Feynman

propagators. Their evaluation employs powerful methods including the reduction of inte-

grals to a basis of master integrals [63–67], differential equations for determining analytic

results for master integrals [68–71], improved bases of master integrals both for facilitating

the IBP reduction [72, 73] and for solving the differential equations [74], the method of

regions for selecting particular contributions in an asymptotic expansion [76], the use of

finite prime fields to vastly speed up solving integration-by-parts relations [77–84] and the

mathematics of iterated integrals, including generalized polylogarithms, elliptic integrals,

and more recently Calabi-Yau integrals (see e.g. Refs. [85–90]). Underlying these methods

is dimensional regularization [113], which has the effect of setting to zero scaleless integrals

and ensuring the vanishing of IBP boundary terms. Many of these ideas are implemented

in publicly available and private codes.

A combination of the above methods have pushed the state of the art to O(G4) or

the fourth PM order [54, 91, 92, 95, 97, 114–117]. While both worldline and scattering

amplitude based approaches are effective at constructing integrands at O(G5), the four-

loop integral evaluation remains the primary bottleneck. The essential difficulty is that the

IBP algorithms used to reduce the integrals become unwieldy and require careful tuning

to bring the problem within reach [55, 118]. It is helpful to attack the problem in stages.

Two useful subdivisions are to (1) first carry out the analogous computation in simpler

theories such as electrodynamics and N = 8 supergravity and (2) expand in the mass ratio

of the two massive objects, corresponding to the self-force expansion. Following the former

path, in Ref. [118], we obtained the potential-mode contributions to the electrodynamics

analog of the 5PM scattering angle. The essential difference between the electromagnetic

and gravitational cases is that gravitons self-interact while photons do not, reducing the

number of contributing diagram topologies. On the other hand, for the diagram topolo-

gies that overlap with the gravitational case, the complexity of the integrals is identical.1

Expanding in the mass ratio subdivides the problem into well-defined pieces organized in

a similar fashion as the self-force expansion. The 0th-self-force (0SF) piece is the sim-

plest and corresponds to the probe limit, where one of the masses is much lighter than

the other. The resulting physics is that of a probe particle moving along geodesics of a

fixed background metric, for which closed form results are available to all orders in G. The

next term in the mass expansion, which we denote as the 1SF part, is the next simplest,

with the remaining 2SF piece containing the most complicated integrals. Recently, the

1SF conservative contributions to the 5PM gravitational impulses were computed in gen-

eral relativity in Ref. [55] using the WQFT framework of [119]; these contributions were

defined by integrals with zero and two radiation modes, retarded matter propagators and

1In the quantum theory, the higher tensor power in the numerators in gravity implies that the inte-

grals are more complicated to reduce than those of the corresponding gauge-theory ones, but these more

complicated integrals yield only quantum contributions and are irrelevant in the classical limit.
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Feynman graviton propagators. In this paper, we find the potential-graviton contribution

to the radial action and the scattering angle of extremal black holes in N = 8 supergravity

through amplitudes methods.

In carrying out the computations of this paper, we make extensive use of FIRE6 [67,

120], as well as a program written in Mathematica for determining a set of improved mas-

ter integrals [72, 73]. We also found LiteRed [121] to be useful for identifying symmetry

relations that reduce that number of master integrals. We made extensive modifications to

the FIRE6 code to increase its speed and reduce its memory consumption. Additionally, we

developed a private code, based on finite-field methods [77–84], to deal with integrals that

are difficult to handle with FIRE. In contrast to lower orders, at 5PM order it is extremely

advantageous to exploit relations between integrals that arise because of the classical limit.

For example, in this limit, each loop is required to contain at least one matter propaga-

tor [56, 91], and thus, certain matter lines can be considered cut. Using this observation,

we demonstrate in Sec. 3.2 that the integral reduction of all nonplanar integrals contribut-

ing to the 1SF radial action and scattering angle can be obtained through straightforward

manipulations of the integral reduction of planar integrals. This observation can lead to

remarkable simplification of the reduction of the N = 8 integrand.

In this paper, we present a detailed description of the four-loop master integrals that

appear in the 1SF potential-region calculations in gravitational theories. Differential equa-

tions, constructed using IBP reduction, determine the master integrals in terms of polylog-

arithms and (iterated) elliptic integrals up to boundary values, in our case, the values of the

first few terms in the low-velocity expansion of master integrals. Individually, the boundary

integrals are not well-defined and their evaluation would require an additional regulator.

Remarkably, the boundary integrals enter the classical amplitude and observables only in

well-defined special combinations, referred to as eikonal sums, for which such an addi-

tional regulator is not necessary. A multivariate generalization of the Sokhotski–Plemelj

theorem [122, 123] reduces the evaluation of the loop energy integrals to the evaluation of

integrals over Dirac delta functions. The systematic analysis of elliptic integrals developed

here as well as the organization of boundary conditions in terms of eikonal sums may have

wider applications, including to questions in collider-physics.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we discuss the four-massive

scalar integrand in N = 8 supergravity and also outline the use of generalized cuts as

a means to bypass the need for such an integrand in classical calculations. In Sec. 3,

we discuss the reduction of the relevant integrals to a basis of master integrals and the

optimizations we included to carry it out. Most importantly, we discuss a strategy that

allows us to build the IBP reduction of 1SF nonplanar integrals solely in terms of the IBP

reduction of planar ones. IBP reduction on a spanning set of generalized unitarity cuts

plays an essential role. In Sec. 4, we discuss the differential equations for the master inte-

grals, the steps required to bring them to the canonical form, and their solution in terms

of polylogarithmic and elliptic iterated integrals. We also discuss the boundary conditions

and the separation and subtraction of classical iteration terms. We provide the values of

integrals in a computer-readable compressed file masterIntegralValues.m. In Sec. 5, we

assemble the classical amplitude, the radial action, and the scattering angle for a collision
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p2

p1 p4

p3

q

Figure 1: The leading order scattering process as a diagram and the associated momenta

in an all-outgoing convention. The thick (red and blue) lines represent massive particles,

and the thin line represents gravitons or other massless bosons.

of two extremal black holes in N = 8 supergravity. The result is remarkably simple and,

similarly to the general relativity one, it exhibits no elliptic integrals, being given solely

in terms of classical polylogarithms of weight two. Our result passes all available consis-

tency conditions: the cancellation of all spurious divergences, the comparison of the probe

limit with known results, and the relation between the low-velocity expansion of the 5PM

scattering angle and lower-order data. Finally, supplementary material contains our con-

ventions (conventions.m), the values of the master integrals up to transcendental weight

three (masterIntegralValues.m), and the results for the potential-graviton contribution

to the classical amplitude through 1SF order (amplitude angle N8.m).

2 Structure of the integrand

The principles of effective field theory [50] imply that at distances much larger than their

size, black holes and other compact astrophysical objects can be treated as point parti-

cles [14]. The quantum field theory approach to PN or PM approximations builds on this

observation and can be systematically corrected to account for the objects’ sizes. In the

classical limit and in the regime in which these expansions are valid it gives results that

are identical to those obtained by solving the Einstein equations.

Our calculations start with quantum scattering amplitudes, whose well-understood

structure we outline here. Classical results can then be extracted via several approaches [56,

91–95, 98, 124]. The classical contributions are found in the limit where gravitons are soft,

in the sense described in Sec. 2.2 below. This soft region can be further refined to potential-

and radiation-mode contributions following the method of regions [76]. In this section we

do not distinguish between planar and nonplanar terms in the amplitude. However, by four

loops, it becomes highly advantageous to avoid a direct evaluation of nonplanar integrals;

we discuss this in Sec. 3.2.

We work entirely in the context of scattering kinematics, setting aside the important

question of analytic continuation to the bound regime [125, 126], the details of which are

still to be clarified at 4PM order and beyond [125–127].

2.1 Quantum amplitudes

Computing quantum scattering amplitudes of point-like particles is a well-developed sub-

ject, either using Feynman diagrams or via more modern methods based on generalized

unitarity and factorization. The basic kinematics of the four-point scattering process can
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p1

p2 p3

p4

(a)

p1

p2 p3

p4

(b)

Figure 2: Example of generalized cuts of the quantum amplitude. All graphs in cut

(a) contribute in the classical limit. Graphs with support on only cut (b) (graphs with a

graviton bubble) contain purely quantum information; they may be removed by introducing

a further cut either on the lower (blue) matter line to obtain cut (a) or on the upper (red)

matter line.

be read from the leading-order diagram shown in Fig. 1, where we consider all momenta

to be outgoing. In this diagram, the thick lines represent massive black holes or other

compact astrophysical objects, while the thin lines are the massless bosons of the theory

under consideration; for Einstein gravity, this would be the gravitons, while in N = 8

supergravity this also includes massless scalars and graviphotons. The momentum transfer

q = p1 + p4 plays an important role in the identification of the classical contributions.

Here, we focus on N = 8 supergravity as a stepping stone between our previous calcu-

lation in electrodynamics [118] and Einstein gravity, which captures most of the features

of the latter, such as they share the same master integrals. Ref. [49] sets up the problem

of the dynamics of a pair of extremal black holes in N = 8 supergravity as a potentially

solvable model of gravitational dynamics. This model has also been used to understand the

effects of radiative contributions to the high-energy limit [47], and for developing improved

integration methods [46] in the classical limit.

Massless higher-dimensional four-point integrands for N = 8 supergravity were con-

structed through five-loop order using generalized unitarity method [57–62] in conjunction

with the double copy [38–41] with the goal of studying the ultraviolet properties of su-

pergravity theories [103, 128, 129]. Integrands of massive scalar amplitudes follow by

dimensional reduction, see Ref. [46] and below. The existence of quantum integrands is,

however, not a prerequisite for extracting classical observables. In general, such calcula-

tions make use of the generalized cuts that capture classical physics [91, 92]. Since such

cuts also feature in our integration method, we therefore begin by discussing some of their

relevant aspects.

At any order, the integrands of scattering amplitudes are rational functions with poles

specified by the contributing Feynman graphs and residues – or generalized cuts – ensuing

from the factorization properties of Feynman diagrams. Specifying a particular singularity

in the form of a collection of on-shell propagators, the corresponding generalized cut is

given by the product of the corresponding tree amplitudes summed over all possible states

on the on-shell propagators. Knowledge of all generalized D-dimensional cuts uniquely

specifies the integrand.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Sample four-loop diagrams for a four-point scattering amplitude. The thick solid

lines represent massive particles, and the thin lines represent gravitons or other massless

bosons

A complementary interpretation of a generalized cut is that it is an operation that

removes from the amplitude’s integrand all terms that do not contain a specified set of

propagators. This makes cuts an ideal tool to remove early in the construction of an in-

tegrand all terms that do not contribute to e.g. the classical amplitude [91, 92]. Indeed,

since the separation of scales in the classical limit requires matter particles to be widely

separated, we need to consider only cuts that do not allow matter lines to intersect. More-

over, since in the classical limit, the scale of each loop integral must be set by the velocities

of the matter particles, we need to consider only cuts that contain at least one matter line

per loop. See Fig. 2 for examples. The residue, together with the on-shell conditions for

the cut in Fig. 2(a), is

C(a) = δ((p2 + ℓ9)
2 −m2

2)δ((p2 + ℓ89)
2 −m2

2)δ((p2 + ℓ789)
2 −m2

2)

× δ((p4 − ℓ5)
2 −m2

1)

9∏
i=5

δ(ℓ2i )M0(p1,−ℓ9,−ℓ8,−ℓ7,−ℓ6)M0(p4,−ℓ5)

×M0(p2, ℓ9)M0(p2 + ℓ9, ℓ8)M0(p2 + ℓ89, ℓ7)M0(p2 + ℓ879, ℓ6, ℓ5) , (2.1)

where ℓi...k = ℓi+· · ·+ℓk andM0 denotes various tree-amplitudes in all-outgoing momentum

conventions. The classical expansion discussed in Sec. 2.2 applied to generalized cuts

introduces additional features, such as the appearance of derivatives of the delta functions

imposing on-shell conditions, which we discuss in Sec. 3.2.

Apart from determining classical and quantum amplitude integrands, generalized cuts

are, as we discuss in Sec. 3.1, also a means to speed up and parallelize the IBP reduction.

Carrying out the IBP reduction on a generalized cut selects the subset of master integrals

that have the cut propagators. Complete reduction formulae follow then by merging the

reductions on the elements of a spanning set of generalized cuts, that is a set of generalized

cuts that touch at least once every possible master integral.

At any order, integrands are typically organized into diagrams (see Fig. 3 for four-

loop examples), since this format is compatible with standard IBP reduction and modern

integration methods. At L loops, the amplitude has the form,

ML = GL+1
∑
i

∫ L∏
j=1

dDℓj
(2π)D

Ni(pe, ℓj)∏
αi

(k2αi
−m2

αi
+ iε)

, (2.2)
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where the sum runs over the diagrams labeled by the index i, ℓj denote the independent

loop momenta, pe the external momenta, and iε is Feynman’s prescription reflecting micro-

causality of the QFT. The label αi in the denominator runs over the internal propagators

of diagram i, and the masses mαi vanish except for the massive particles representing the

black holes. The numerators Ni are functions of loop and external momenta. For spinning

external particles, the numerators also depend on spinors and/or polarization vectors. Each

loop corresponds to an additional power of Newton’s constant as reflected in the overall

power of G.

Starting from the available four-point four-loop D ≤ 10 massless integrand [103, 130],

we obtain the four-loop massive scalar N = 8 integrand via the same construction as used

in Ref. [46] at two loops. This uses dimensional reduction from D = 6 dimensions to

obtain scattering amplitudes with two distinct masses describing scattering of two distinct

extremal black holes. The amplitudes of this theory have a particular property that the

integrand itself has no explicit dependence on the dimension, which leaves the number of

bosonic and fermionic states unchanged in the dimensional reduction, though the type of

particles changes. We start from the massless amplitudes given in Ref. [103] in terms of

50 cubic diagrams and their kinematic numerators. The dimensional reduction procedure

is straightforward: we start from D = 6 with external scalars, reduce the momenta to

four dimensions and keep the desired Kaluza-Klein modes for the external scalar lines (see

Ref. [46] for further details),

k1 =

 p1
0

m1

 , k2 =

 p2
m2 sinϕ

m2 cosϕ

 , k3 =

 p3
−m2 sinϕ

−m2 cosϕ

 , k4 =

 p4
0

−m1

 , (2.3)

where the ki are massless external momenta in D = 6 dimensions, the pi are massive

external momenta in D = 4 dimensions, and ϕ is a BPS angle. The Lorentz invariants

become

(k1+k2)
2 → s−|m1+m2e

iϕ|2 , (k1+k4)
2 → t , (k1+k3)

2 → u−|m1+m2e
iϕ|2 , (2.4)

where s = (p1 + p2)
2 > (m1 + m2)

2, t = q2 = (p1 + p4)
2 < 0, and u = (p1 + p3)

2 < 0 in

physical scattering kinematics in all-outgoing momentum conventions. When performing

the reduction, it is crucial to account for all possible routes that massive scalar lines can

take through a diagram. A single diagram in the massless amplitude generically turns into

multiple diagrams in the massive case. Since the integrand can be straightforwardly derived

from the massless results through dimensional reduction, which was spelled out in Ref. [46],

we refrain from giving further details here. The net result is a quantum integrand organized

around cubic diagrams, some of which are illustrated in Fig. 3. This integrand can then

be expanded in the classical limit and fed into the machinery for evaluating integrals.

2.2 The classical limit

The correspondence principle identifies the classical limit/expansion of a quantum inte-

grand or generalized cuts as the limit of large quantum numbers. Thus, in this limit, the
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angular momenta must be large, J ≫ 1 in ℏ = 1 units (see, e.g., Refs. [56, 92, 93] for

further details). In terms of two-particle momentum invariants, this corresponds to the

hierarchy of scales,

s, u,m2
1,m

2
2 ∼ J2|t| ≫ |t| = |q2| . (2.5)

The typical momenta of exchanged gravitons split into two regimes,

hard: ℓ ≫ |q| , soft: ℓ ∼ |q| , (2.6)

where classical physics is contained in the soft region and we can systematically expand

loop integrands in this limit via the method of regions [76]. Upon integration, at L loops,

the classical part of the amplitude is proportional to |q|L−2 ln |q| and |q|L−2 for even and

odd L, respectively, corresponding to a classical long-range interaction potential of the

form (G/r)L−1 in position space. In the amplitude, the necessary appearance of a ln |q|
implies that the four-loop amplitudes must contain terms that are proportional to |q|2−8ϵ/ϵ

and hence singular in the dimensional regularization parameter ϵ = (4 −D)/2, analogous

to the situation at two loops [46, 91, 92].2

Scattering amplitudes exhibit terms with stronger than classical scaling for soft gravi-

ton momenta. This feature can be understood intuitively by recalling that the n-th order

scattering amplitude for potential scattering in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics includes

terms with n factors of the leading-order potential. These terms typically referred to as

iteration terms, superclassical terms, or classically singular terms, must be consistently

removed in order to identify the classical amplitude, which at (L+1)PM order appears at

Lth order in the soft expansion.

The soft expansion can be further subdivided into potential and radiation subre-

gions [76], formally by using a characteristic velocity v of the incoming bodies:3

potential: ℓ ∼ (v,1)|q| , radiation: ℓ ∼ (v,v)|q| . (2.7)

Here, the first entry refers to the graviton’s energy component and the second entry to the

typical scale of the spatial momentum components. Physically, the two regions encode the

physics of exchanged gravitons that are either off or close to their mass shell, respectively.

Here, we focus on the contribution where all graviton loop momenta ℓi are in the

potential region. As in general relativity, the potential region does not account for all

conservative effects, which, starting at 4PM [97, 131, 132], also require the inclusion of an

even number of radiation modes together with at least one potential mode.

In taking the classical limit, it is very useful to choose variables carefully. Starting

from the pi in Fig. 1, we introduce special variables [46],

p1 = −m1 u1 +
q

2
, p2 = −m2 u2 −

q

2
, p3 = m2 u2 −

q

2
, p4 = m1 u1 +

q

2
, (2.8)

2In position space, the singular terms correspond to head-on collisions of the two particles, and this does

not contribute to classical long-distance physics.
3At small velocities (i.e. in the PN expansion) this separates gravitons into off shell and close to on

shell. For relativistic velocities, this scaling no longer realizes this separation. From this perspective, we

define the PM expansion as the resummation of the PN expansion to all orders in the velocity.
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so that,

u21 = u22 = 1, u1 · q = u2 · q = 0, m2
i = m2

i

(
1− q2

4m2
i

)
. (2.9)

This choice greatly simplifies the integration after the soft expansion; the dependence on

the particle massesmi factors out of the integral, and the dependence on the only remaining

dimensionful variable, q2, can be scaled out by a change of integration variables or fixed

by dimensional analysis. Therefore, all integrals are effectively functions of the single

kinematic variable,

y = u1 · u2 . (2.10)

Up to terms of O(q2), y is proportional to the dot product of the incoming momenta,

y = σ +O(q2) , where σ =
p1·p2
m1m2

. (2.11)

Starting from the dimensionally reduced quantum integrand constructed in Sec. 2.1,

we insert the soft parametrization of the external kinematics defined in Eq. (2.8) and series

expand the integrand in the classical region where ℓj ∼ |q| to the relevant classical order.

Here we restrict ourselves to the potential-region contributions, which allows us to discard

a number of diagram topologies that have no support in this subregion [92]. There are

394 relevant cubic diagram topologies up to crossing. Further truncating to 1SF reduces

the number of diagrams to 374 plus crossings. Most of these are nonplanar and, as we

discuss in Sec. 3.2, a drastically smaller subset of simpler integrals has to be considered

explicitly. We provide the relevant diagram information in the supplementary material in

computer-readable form in the file conventions.m.

Due to the simplifications appearing in maximal supergravity (for example, the absence

of explicit one-loop triangle sub-topologies in the massless quantum integrand), before any

further processing, we only find 215 non-zero numerators. Since the quantum integrand was

originally constructed with the aim of studying UV properties of maximal supergravity, it

does not have manifest Feynman diagram power-counting in the loop momenta, artificially

enhancing the small-momentum scaling. In the classical limit, this feature translates to the

presence of spurious classically-singular terms in diagrams that should be classical from a

Feynman diagram analysis. To remedy this problem, we have devised a novel mapping

procedure (to be discussed elsewhere [109]) to bring the classical integrand to a global

diagrammatic basis that leads to the manifest cancellation of all spurious superclassical

terms prior to integration.

In a cut-based approach to classical observables, the soft expansion introduces addi-

tional features. While the expansion of the tree-level amplitude factors, such as those in

the example in Eq. (2.1), is straightforward and follows the discussion above, the expansion

of the delta functions imposing the cut conditions requires some care. We may expand the

delta functions in terms of their derivatives, e.g.,

δ((p2 + ℓ9)
2 −m2

2) = δ(2p2 · ℓ9) = δ(−2m2u2 · ℓ9 + q · ℓ9) =
∞∑
n=0

1

n!
δ(n)(−2m2u2 · ℓ9)(q · ℓ9)n,

(2.12)
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where in the first step we set ℓ29 = 0 because of δ(ℓ29) in Eq. (2.1).4 Alternatively, we may

also take the perspective that the delta function enforcing the on-shell condition simply sets

to zero all contributions in which the corresponding propagator is absent. Thus, we may

replace the delta functions with the corresponding propagator and expand the resulting

integral as if it belonged to an off-shell integrand, e.g.

1

(p2 + ℓ9)2 −m2
2 + iε

=
1

−2m2u2 · ℓ9 + q · ℓ9 + iε
=

∞∑
n=0

(−q · ℓ9)n

(−2m2u2 · ℓ9 + iε)n+1
, (2.13)

and then discard all terms that contain non-positive powers of the corresponding linearized

propagator, which may be generated by numerator terms. There is a one-to-one correspon-

dence between the terms of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) arising from

1

x+ iε
− 1

x− iε
= −2πiδ(x) ,

1

(x+ iε)n+1
− 1

(x− iε)n+1
= −2πi

(−1)n

n!
δ(n)(x) . (2.14)

Each of these two perspectives has advantages in different applications, e.g. the latter for

the direct application of IBP reduction to cut integrals and the former, as we will see in

Sec. 3.2, to the planarization of IBP reduction. When assembling the classical amplitude

and radial action of N = 8 supergravity in Sec. 5, we will encounter eikonal sums of

boundary integrals. A multivariate generalization [122, 123] of Eq. (2.14),

δ(ω1 + . . . ωn)
∑

permsωi

1

ω1 + iε
· · · 1

ω1 + · · ·+ ωn−1 + iε
= (−2πi)nδ(ω1) · · · δ(ωn) , (2.15)

will be useful in their evaluation, as it localizes the energy integrals in all loops and renders

them well-defined without an additional regulator. See Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 5 for details.

2.3 Classical amplitudes, the radial action, and classical observables

An efficient method for extracting physical observables from the amplitude utilizes the

amplitude radial-action relation [95], which asserts that, in the classical limit, the amplitude

can be expressed as a suitably-defined exponential function of the radial action,

iM(q) =

∫
J
(eiIr(J) − 1) . (2.16)

The classical radial action [133], Ir(J) =
∫
pr dr is defined as an integral of the radial

momentum, pr, over the scattering trajectory. The radial action is a function of the total

angular momentum J = |p||b| of the 2 → 2 scattering process of two massive particles with

momentum p and asymptotic impact parameter b = |b| in the center-of-mass reference

frame. The Fourier conjugate variable of b is the momentum transfer q,

Ĩr(q) =

∫
J
Ir(J) := µ−2ϵ4E |p|

∫
dD−2b eiq·b Ir(J) , (2.17)

4More generally, this expansion may generate inverse graviton propagators; such terms can be ignored

if they lead to disallowed contact terms between the two matter lines.
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where we work in dimensional regularization D = 4− 2ϵ and µ is the dimensional regular-

ization scale. In terms of the kinematic variables introduced above, we have

E =
√
s =

√
2m1m2σ +m2

1 +m2
2 , |p| = m1m2

√
σ2 − 1

E
. (2.18)

Expanding perturbatively the exponential in Eq. (2.16), we find classical iteration terms

of the form (n ≥ 2) ∫
J

(iIr(J))
n

n!
= i

∫
ℓ

Ĩr(ℓ1) . . . Ĩr(ℓn)

Z1 . . . Zn−1
, (2.19)

Zj = −4E |p|
(
(ℓ1 + ℓ2 + · · ·+ ℓj) · ẑ + iε

)
,

where ẑ = p/|p| denotes the unit vector in the direction of the three-momentum in the

center-of-mass reference frame, and the integration measure is∫
ℓ

:= µ2(n−1)ϵ

∫ ( n∏
i=1

dD−1ℓi
(2π)D−1

)
(2π)D−1δ(D−1)

(
n∑

j=1

ℓj − q

)
. (2.20)

The iteration terms are not particularly interesting in the classical limit as they are singular

and contain information only from earlier orders of perturbation theory. More explicitly,

for the first two orders, the amplitude radial-action relation reads5

M1 = Ĩr,1 , M2 = Ĩr,2 +

∫
ℓ

Ĩr,1Ĩr,1
Z1

, (2.21)

where we have introduced the expansions

M =
∑
k=1

Mk , Ĩr =
∑
k=1

Ĩr,k . (2.22)

Here, the powers of Newton’s constant are implicit,

Mk = O(Gk) , Ĩr,k = O(Gk) . (2.23)

Note that we keep only the leading classical expansion in the radial action. At the fifth

order, we have

M5 = Ĩr,5 +Mit.
5 (2.24)

Mit.
5 =

∫
ℓ

Ĩ5r,1
Z1Z2Z3Z4

+

∫
ℓ

Ĩr,1Ĩr,1Ĩr,1Ĩr,2
Z1Z2Z3

+

∫
ℓ

Ĩr,1Ĩr,2Ĩr,2
Z1Z2

+

∫
ℓ

Ĩr,1Ĩr,1Ĩr,3
Z1Z2

+

∫
ℓ

Ĩr,1Ĩr,4
Z1

+

∫
ℓ

Ĩr,2Ĩr,3
Z1

, (2.25)

where the sum over permutations of distinct Ĩr,n is implicit; for instance,

Ĩr,1Ĩr,4 := Ĩr,1(ℓ1)Ĩr,4(ℓ2) + Ĩr,4(ℓ1)Ĩr,1(ℓ2) , (2.26)

5We label the classical amplitude by the PM order, while in Sec. 2.1 we labeled quantum amplitudes by

their loop order.
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and Mit.
5 contains all the classically-singular terms in the soft region. The radial action

(and, therefore, the classical limit of the amplitude) then determines the scattering angle,

χ = −∂Ir(J)

∂J
. (2.27)

The scattering angle has a PM expansion

χ =
∑
k=1

χk , χk = O(Gk) . (2.28)

As we discuss in Sec. 4, we do not have to explicitly subtract the iteration terms, since they

can be automatically separated by the boundary conditions in the differential equations

for the master integrals, thereby effectively subtracting them.

In general, it is helpful to organize the PM results in a series expansion in the mass

ratio, corresponding to the self-force (SF) expansion. As noted in Ref. [134], 1SF, cor-

responding to the first correction beyond the probe mass limit, determine the impulse

through 4PM, with 5PM being the first order where 2SF terms are present. This mass

dependence represents the good mass polynomiality rule of Ref. [134] and is manifest in

the soft expansion of the amplitudes where it can be understood as a reflection of Lorentz

invariance. In particular, the radial action takes the form,

Ĩr,5 = m2
1m

2
2(m

4
1 +m4

2)Ĩ
0SF
r,5 +m3

1m
3
2(m

2
1 +m2

2)Ĩ
1SF
r,5 +m4

1m
4
2 Ĩ

2SF
r,5 (2.29)

= M8ν2
[
Ĩ0SFr,5 + ν

(
Ĩ1SFr,5 − 4Ĩ0SFr,5

)
+ ν2

(
Ĩ2SFr,5 − 2Ĩ1SFr,5 + 2Ĩ0SFr,5

)]
,

where

M = m1 +m2 , and ν =
m1m2

M2
, (2.30)

are the total mass and the symmetric mass ratio, respectively. In this expression, we have

also factored the explicit mass dependence from the terms corresponding to the radial

action. In this paper, we discuss only 0SF- and 1SF-type terms at 5PM, leaving the more

complicated 2SF terms for future work. The additional complication stems primarily from

the fact that the IBP system and class of functions are more involved.

3 Integral reduction

Once the integrand has been constructed, the next step is to perform the integration.

Following standard procedure, we first carry out integration-by-parts reduction [63, 135]

to reduce the complete set of integrals to a relatively small number of simpler integrals

known as master integrals. IBP identities derive from the fact that in dimensional regu-

larization [113], total derivatives integrate to zero. This generates linear relations between

Feynman integrals, which can then be solved in terms of the master integrals. This method

is a crucial tool in most modern multi-loop amplitude calculations. The most automated

algorithmic approaches [65–67] rely on the Laporta algorithm [64] and its refinements.

As the number of loops or kinematic variables increases, the required linear systems can

become challenging to solve.
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3.1 Optimizing IBP reduction

The algorithm needs multiple optimizations in order to carry out IBP reduction at 5PM.

Typically, the algorithm performs much better with an improved basis of master integrals

chosen so that the coefficients of each master integral have denominators with a factorized

dependence on the kinematic variables and the spacetime dimension [72, 73]. This greatly

simplifies the resulting integral reduction tables and improves the reconstruction of analytic

IBP reduction tables using finite-field numerical methods [77–84]. Additionally, it greatly

facilitates finding simpler differential equations for the chosen master integrals.

Another very useful optimization is to use a spanning set of generalized cuts as a means

to reduce memory usage and parallelize the IBP reduction of an integral family [110–112].

Following the discussion in Sec. 2.1, the reduction of integrals on a generalized cut writes

them as a linear combination of master integrals that are nonvanishing on this cut, i.e.,

the subset of master integrals that contain only positive powers of the propagators that

are cut. Reducing the integrals on a spanning set of cuts and merging the results produces

the complete IBP tables.

Some integrals involved in our calculation are reduced using a development version of

FIRE6 in conjunction with symmetry rules generated by LiteRed [121]. The new version

of FIRE7 (private version) builds upon the latest public release [120] and offers further

speedups. The most significant improvements in FIRE compared to the public version 6.5

are:

• the ability to work only with integrals of a given parity under simultaneous trans-

formation ui → −ui, either odd or even, as explained in the context of heavy-quark

effective theory in Ref. [136],

• a tool that allows the identification of integrals across different integral families,

• improved IBP presolving without substituting the specific power, or index, of the

propagator,

• reconstruction algorithms implemented in C++,

• implementation of the Zippel algorithm [137, 138] and a “balanced Zippel” algorithm

(to be described in a separate paper) for efficient modular reconstruction,

• the capability to use other modular reduction programs and automatic reconstruction

of results using the Message Passing Interface (MPI).

A separate private program is tuned to handle integrals that are still difficult to evaluate

using FIRE. This private program specializes in applying finite-field techniques [77–84] to

IBP reduction. A carefully trimmed selection of seed integrals, whose total derivatives

give IBP identities, minimizes the size of the linear system to be solved. A similar ob-

servation was made in a related calculation in Ref. [55]. We independently arrived at a

minimal selection of seed integrals by taking inspiration from the syzygy equation method

for IBP reduction [110, 112, 139–145], which suggests that Feynman integrals without dou-

bled propagators can often be reduced by IBP equations generated from seed integrals
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without doubled propagators.6 When we reduce integrals involving one or more doubled

propagators, we adjust the seed integrals to have a similar number of doubled propaga-

tors. Additionally, we implement a heuristic algorithm [146] for “pivoting”, i.e. dynamic

reordering of equations and variables, to preserve the sparsity of the linear system during

Gaussian elimination. The benefit of pivoting in the context of IBP reduction has been

previously discussed in Ref. [144]. Another speedup comes from caching certain steps in

the Gaussian elimination process [83, 147], as the steps are the same with different numer-

ical values for the dimension and kinematic parameters and therefore can be reused. The

method of spanning cuts as applied to IBP reduction [110] is used to divide the jobs into

smaller pieces that can be run in parallel. In the future, we will explore implementing the

algorithms of the private program in FIRE.

Analytic IBP reduction results are then reconstructed from numerous numeric runs,

scanning different values of the spacetime dimensionD and the kinematic variable y, as well

as several 64-bit prime moduli. The number of numerical (D, y) pairs typically ranges from

a few hundred to about a thousand, and up to five prime moduli are used, depending on

the integral being reduced. The factorization of denominators into kinematic and dimen-

sional parts, when using an improved master basis, allows the denominators to be obtained

through Thiele reconstruction. This involves reconstructing the rational dependence on

D at a random numerical value of y, and then reconstructing the rational dependence on

y at a random numerical value of D. This process leaves only a numerator polynomial

to be reconstructed. The polynomial reconstruction is performed by proposing an ansatz

and solving linear constraints for the parameters involved. Another special property of

our integrals is that all IBP coefficients are either even or odd under the transformation

u1 · u2 = y → −y. This property, which is a direct consequence of the parity of the IBP

relations under u1 → −u1, is exploited to reduce the number of finite-field numerical probes

needed in the polynomial reconstruction.

3.2 Planarization on unitarity cuts

Having discussed general aspects of the IBP reduction, we now present a four-loop example

to illustrate how to avoid nontrivial computations of nonplanar diagram topologies by

favoring planar ones in a cut-based construction of classical observables. Equivalently, we

use this method to produce IBP reduction tables for non-planar integrals starting from IBP

reduction tables of planar ones. Our method employs a set of spanning cuts and merges

the results from each cut at the end.

For concreteness, we look at the cut in Fig. 4. Among numerous other diagram topolo-

gies, consider the diagrams depicted in Fig. 5. These diagrams contribute to the cut in

Fig. 4, where we highlighted the part of the diagrams where we apply our planarization

procedure. On support of the cut in Fig. 4, we can relate the propagators of the non-

planar diagram in Fig. 5 to those in the planar diagram in Fig. 5, but with a different iε

6While we do not use syzygy equations to find special IBP equations without doubled propagators in

intermediate steps, such special IBP equations would all be linear combinations of simpler IBP equations

generated from seed integrals without doubled propagators.
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ℓ9 ℓ8 ℓ7 ℓ6

ℓ5

Figure 4: A sample generalized cut. The (red and blue) doubled lines represent eikonal

matter lines, with the dashed lines cutting them representing that the propagators are

replaced with on-shell delta functions. The thin solid lines represent massless propagators,

with the arrows indicating the direction of momentum flow. The vertices in this diagram

represent on-shell tree amplitudes.

ℓ9 ℓ8 ℓ7 ℓ6 ℓ5

(a)

ℓ9 ℓ8 ℓ7

ℓ5ℓ6

(b)

Figure 5: Planar ladder and nonplanar ladder graphs. The cut lines correspond to the

cut in Figure 4. The part of the diagrams relevant for the discussion in the main text is

circled with a dashed line.

prescription

δ(ℓ56 · u2)
1

2ℓ6 · u2 + iε
= −δ(ℓ56 · u2)

1

2ℓ5 · u2 − iε
, (3.1)

where ℓ56 = ℓ5 + ℓ6. The relation (3.1) allows us to map integrals from the nonplanar

topology to the planar one. Crucially, all IBP relations are insensitive to the sign of the iε,

so our mapping procedure is as follows: On the cut, use identity (3.1) to convert nonplanar

integrals to the planar one, perform the planar IBP reduction, and convert the reduced

result back to the nonplanar labels which restore the proper iε prescription. In practice, this

produces little overhead because all the collected planar integrals can be reduced together.

There is, however, one subtlety that we need to discuss. Our classically expanded

integrands generically contain matter propagators raised to higher powers resulting from

the classical expansion; equivalently, in classically-expanded cuts one encounters derivative

of delta functions. As discussed at the end of Sec. 2.2, see Eqs. (2.12)–(2.14), there is a one-

to-one map between derivatives of delta functions and (linear combinations of) propagators

raised to higher powers. It is convenient to keep the derivatives of delta functions as such

for our current purpose of planarizing cut integrals. In these cases, the delta function

identity (3.1) is not sufficient. Indeed,

δ(n)(ℓ56 · u2)
1

2ℓ6 · u2 + iε
̸= −δ(n)(ℓ56 · u2)

1

2ℓ5 · u2 − iε
, n ̸= 0 , (3.2)
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which can be verified by integrating the left- and right-hand sides above against a test

function.

Instead, we proceed as follows. We find simple special integration-by-parts relations

that allow us to shift the raised indices away from the matter lines whose delta function

support we wish to employ to planarize diagrams. In the example above, this can be

accomplished via the special IBP relation generated by

ǔ2 · ∂ℓ5 , with ǔµ2 =
yuµ1 − uµ2
y2 − 1

, (3.3)

which allows us to remove all integrals where the propagator 1/(2ℓ56 ·u2) is raised to higher

powers. The special vector ǔµ2 is constructed so that

ǔ2 · u2 = 1 , ǔ2 · u1 = 0 , ǔ2 · q = 0 . (3.4)

This choice is advantageous since it guarantees that matter propagators of the other particle

(involving u1) that contain ℓ5 are unaffected.

The IBP reduction of most integrals can be obtained from the reduction of planar

integrals following the procedure described above. The reduction of the few remaining

nonplanar integrals at 1SF order follows similarly after additional partial fractioning [55].

The main result of this discussion can be summarized as follows: judiciously applying

cut propagator and partial fraction identities allows us to export all integration-by-parts

results7 from planar diagram families to nonplanar ones. This observation is very powerful

because, based on experience, traditional IBP programs tend to have performance issues

for nonplanar diagram topologies. For the 1SF problem under consideration in this work,

we have explicitly checked that our mapping procedure agrees with the direct application

of IBP reduction in nonplanar families. As expected, use of both the support of the delta

functions on the spanning cuts, as well as the partial fraction identity [55], effectively

planarizes the QFT integrand in a similar form as obtained by worldline methods.

4 Differential Equations

A standard method for evaluating the master integrals is by constructing differential equa-

tions [68–71, 74]. These differential equations are obtained by differentiating a master

integral with respect to external kinematic variables and then reducing the resulting inte-

grals back to the basis of master integrals, leading to a closed system of first-order (partial)

differential equations. As explained, the integration-by-parts relations split into a parity-

even and a parity-odd sector under the simultaneous transformation ui → −ui, which

directly implies a similar split for the master integrals. Here we only consider the parity-

even sector necessary for the evaluation of the conservative scattering angle. To this end,

we first compute differential equations for a set of 2379 master integrals I⃗ organized into

374 families plus their y → −y images, which are relevant for scattering through 1SF corre-

sponding to the different diagram topologies with only cubic vertices of our problem. If we

7We remark that the export of IBP tables is straightforward, assuming diagram symmetries have not

been already solved (by e.g. LiteRed [121]).
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focus on the classical integrals and ignore classically divergent iterations that are predicted

by lower-order information, all relevant integrals are given via planarization identities by

the single family depicted in Fig. 3(b), which only has 71 master integrals.

The full list of 2379 master integrals satisfy

∂xI⃗ = A(x, ϵ)I⃗ , y =
1 + x2

2x
, (4.1)

where A(x, ϵ) is rational in the variables x, ϵ. The variable x is introduced in order to

rationalize the square-root
√

y2 − 1 = 1−x2

2x that appears in the problem. The physical

scattering region 1 < y maps onto the variable range 0 < x < 1 in the x parametrization.

As mentioned in Sec. 3, we streamline the computation by selecting master integrals such

that the denominators in A do not contain mixed dependence on both ϵ and x [72, 73].

Additionally, it is beneficial to rearrange the system into an ϵ-factorized form [74, 148]:

∂xJ⃗ = ϵB(x)J⃗ , J⃗ = T (ϵ, x)I⃗ . (4.2)

In cases where the Feynman integrals evaluate to generalized polylogarithms, the trans-

formation matrix T (ϵ, x) usually depends rationally on the kinematics and ϵ. However,

starting at three loops, we find elliptic functions, and the transformation T is no longer

rational and depends on

Ψ(x) :=
K(1− x2)

π
, (4.3)

and its derivative, where K is the complete integral of the first kind

K(z) :=

∫ 1

0

dt√
1− t2

√
1− zt2

. (4.4)

In our four-loop problem, the matrix B takes the form

B(x) =

10∑
i=1

bi ki(x) , (4.5)

where bi are matrices with entries in the rational numbers and ki are taken from the

alphabet

W =

{
1

x
,

1

x+ 1
,

1

x− 1
,

x

x2 + 1
,

1

x (1− x2)Ψ(x)2
,
Ψ(x)2

x
, xΨ(x)2,

xΨ(x)2

1− x2
,

(
1 + x2

)
Ψ(x)2

1− x2
,

(
1 + x2

) (
x2 − 2x− 1

) (
x2 + 2x− 1

)
Ψ(x)4

x (1− x2)

}
. (4.6)

A feature of the matrices bi, i = 5, . . . 10 is that they are nilpotent. Note that the kernels in

Eq. (4.6) have at most logarithmic singularities at x = 0,±1,±i and ∞. The solution to the

differential equation (4.2) is then straightforward to obtain in terms of iterated integrals8

Γi1,...in(x) =

∫ x

1
dxn kin(xn) · · ·

∫ x2

1
dx1 ki1(x1) . (4.7)

8The choice of base-point at x = 1 is natural here; relations to different representations with base-point

x = 0 follow straightforwardly.
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D1,1(ϵ, x) 0 0

D2,1(ϵ, x) D2,2(ϵ, x) 0
...

...
. . .

 T→

 ϵD′
1,1(x) 0 0

D′
2,1(ϵ, x) ϵD′

2,2(x) 0
...

...
. . .

 T ′
→

ϵD′′
1,1(x) 0 0

ϵD′′
2,1(x) ϵD′′

2,2(x) 0
...

...
. . .



Figure 6: A canonical differential equation is found in stages. First, the diagonal blocks

Di,i are brought to canonical form through the transformation T . Subsequently, the trans-

formation T ′ is constructed, bringing the off-diagonal elements Di,j i ̸= j to canonical form.

Since the integrals are regular at x = 1, we find that the last index is fixed such that in ̸= 3

and as such, the integrals of the form Γi1,...in are well-defined without reference to endpoint

regularization.

We note that the Γi1,...in do not satisfy any linear relations. Shuffle identities can be

used to express some functions as products of simpler ones, as in the polylogarithmic case

(see e. g. Ref. [149]). The functions contain important subclasses of harmonic polyloga-

rithms ir ∈ {1, 2, 3} and for ir ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} a special class of cyclotomic polylogarithms

introduced in Ref. [87] that was discussed in Ref. [118]. We note that all iterated integrals

with elliptic kernels ir > 4 cancel in the final result for the potential-region amplitude in

classical maximal supergravity. This is analogous to the cancellation of iterated elliptic

integrals at the 4PM order [54, 95] and the cancellation at 5PM order in general relativ-

ity [55]. Note that starting from Eq. (4.7), it is straightforward to obtain series expansions

around x = 1 by iterative integration of series expansions. In this way, we can produce

expansions, e.g., to 1000 orders in (x− 1), which allows for a precise numerical evaluation.

This approach is mostly insensitive to the explicit form of the kernels in Eq. (4.6).

The most involved step in the computation is determining a basis J⃗ that produces the

ϵ-factorized form (4.2). Fortunately, this step can be done in an algorithmic way. It is a

particular feature of the differential equations and IBP reduction that taking a derivative

leads to integrals with the same denominator factors (with some of them potentially can-

celed). This makes it natural to structure the computation around sectors, i.e., classes of

integrals that share the same denominators. In this setup, the differential equations are

block-triangular, with the diagonal blocks determined by the master integrals in a given

sector and the off-diagonal blocks relating integrals with more propagators to integrals with

fewer propagators. The problem of finding an epsilon-factorized form is naturally separated

into two tasks: finding epsilon forms for the diagonal blocks and then simplifying the off-

diagonal parts of the system. This procedure is summarized in Fig. 6. Typically, the first

step is more involved. There are two classes of sectors. The first class can be brought to

ϵ-factorized form (4.2) using rational transformation, while the second class involves trans-

formations depending on Ψ and ∂xΨ. It is natural to call the first class polylogarithmic and

the second elliptic. For the polylogarithmic sectors, we use a private implementation of the

algorithm described by Lee in Ref. [150]. (See Refs. [151–153] for various implementations

in the literature.) Given the size of the systems, we make use of finite-field methods [77–84]

through the package FiniteFlow [80].
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For the parity-even integrals, there is a single elliptic sector up to permutations [90].

We first derive the Picard-Fuchs equation for the maximal cut (see e.g. Ref. [154]) of the

scalar integral

=

∫ 4∏
i=1

dDℓi
(2π)D

1

ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ

2
3 (ℓ12 − ℓ4)

2 ℓ24 (ℓ123 + q̂)2
(4.8)

× 1

(ℓ4 + q̂) 2 (−2u1 · ℓ4) (2u2 · ℓ1) (2u2 · ℓ12) (2u2 · ℓ123)
,

where we define q̂ = q/
√

−q2 and make the loop momenta dimensionless. It turns out that

the Picard-Fuchs equation for this four-loop example is exactly the same differential equa-

tion that is satisfied by the elliptic three-loop integral [155]. In particular, after imposing

regularity in the static limit (x → 1), we find

= c xΨ2 +O(ϵ) , (4.9)

where c is an integration constant to be determined by evaluating the integral in the static

limit.

The scalar integral divided by the factor xΨ2 thus provides us with a good candidate

for an integral with uniform transcendental weight. We then proceed to get a canonical

basis for the sector by the INITIAL algorithm [156, 157]. For a recently proposed algorithm

involving elliptic integrals, see also [158].

The remaining task is to bring the off-diagonal terms into the form (4.2). This is again

algorithmic and is carried out with the algorithm described in Ref. [150] with relatively

minor modifications owing to the presence of the elliptic kernels. Once derivatives of Ψ are

removed by integrating total derivatives, all remaining transformations can be found by

so-called balance transformations [150, 159, 160]. This process can be expedited by first

finding simpler expressions for the sector integrals (see, e.g., Ref. [161]).

4.1 Boundary conditions

In order to solve the differential equations for the integrals, we need to provide boundary

conditions. These are naturally computed in the static limit x → 1. To obtain the boundary

conditions, we expand in the potential region ℓ = (ω, ℓ) ∼ (v, 1), following the discussion

in Ref. [46]. We choose the explicit frame,

u1 = (y, 0, 0, v) , u2 = (1, 0, 0, 0) , q = (0, qx, qy, 0) , y =
1 + x2

2x
, v =

1− x2

2x
. (4.10)

In the potential region, the eikonal propagators are homogeneous, while the propagators

of the massless particles are formally expanded in the limit v ≪ 1,

1

ℓ2
=

1

ω2 − ℓ2
= − 1

ℓ2

∞∑
k=0

ω2k

(ℓ2)k
. (4.11)
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To illustrate the general method, consider the scalar integral introduced in Eq. (4.8). Ex-

panding in v we find,

= +O(v2) . (4.12)

Here and below, we use dashed lines to represent static propagators. We will sometimes

refer to the static integrals as boundary integrals. In particular, in Eq. (4.12), we have

=

∫ 4∏
i=1

dωi

2π

dD−1ℓi
(2π)D−1

1

ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ

2
3 (ℓ12 − ℓ4) 2ℓ24 (ℓ123 + q̂) 2

(4.13)

× 1

(ℓ4 + q̂) 2 (−2(ω4 − ẑ · ℓ4)) 2ω1 2ω12 2ω123
,

where ωi...j = ωi + · · · + ωj and ℓi...j = ℓi + · · · + ℓj . In this expression, we have rescaled

ω → vω to manifest the integral’s independence of v. The terms of order v2 in Eq. (4.12)

include numerators in the form of polynomials in ωi, and in general, the propagators are

raised to some powers. The exact form of the series is not important to the discussion

here. In order to simplify the integrals, it is useful to apply IBP reduction for the problem

with static propagators. This involves a set of non-standard propagators with some of the

propagators being purely spatial and others involving the energy component.9 The result

is

= ×
[
1−10ϵ

2ϵ
+O(v2)

]
+ ×

[
(4ϵ−1)(6ϵ−1)

8ϵ2
+O(v2)

]
.

(4.14)

Note that no master integral is associated with the 11-propagator sector. This is a more

generic feature. While the total number of sectors is 905, we find only 312 master integrals,

all of which are scalar integrals without numerator insertion.

Applying this process to all master integrals determines the boundary conditions of

the system of differential equations. We note that the regularity of the integrals in the

static limit imposes additional constraints that are useful as consistency checks. In terms

of the differential equation, this means that the boundary vector J⃗ (0) =
(
J
(0)
1 , . . . , J

(0)
2379

)
satisfies,

B(x)J⃗ (0) =
1

x− 1

(
b3 − 2b5 −

1

8
b8 −

1

4
b9 +

1

4
b10

)
J⃗ (0) +O((1− x)0)

= O((1− x)0) , (4.15)

where the matrices bi are introduced in Eq. (4.5). We checked explicitly that the boundary

vector J⃗ (0) is compatible with regularity in the static limit.

In the canonical basis, the integrals exhibit at most logarithmic singularities, which

means they only need to be expanded to the order of v0. However, since a canonical

9The individual integrals are not well defined without additional regularization, but in the sum over

diagrams, the denominators always appear in eikonal sums that result in well-defined delta functions—see

Eq. (2.15).
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integral is typically a sum of integrals in the inverse propagator basis, we must expand

individual integrals to higher orders. The order of this expansion depends significantly on

the selection of master integrals in the inverse propagator basis. For the problem at hand,

we find it generally advantageous to select integrals with numerator insertions rather than

doubled propagators.

Since we will have the same boundary master integrals at all orders in the expansion,

we can conclude that, more generally, the result takes the form

= × I1(x, ϵ) + × I2(x, ϵ) . (4.16)

Furthermore, the boundary integrals are independent of x, so the functions I1 and I2
have to satisfy the same differential equation as the full integral. However, organizing the

computation around the computation of the coefficient functions for each of the boundary

integrals is very natural, and for example, as we will discuss later, the individual coefficient

functions have different function spaces. This allows us, for example, to disentangle the

contribution from the elliptic sectors and polylogarithmic ones [155, 162]. In practice, we

also typically do not have to evaluate each of the coefficient functions separately, as they

will be related. Another feature of this organization is that the boundary vectors are exact

in ϵ

J⃗ (0) = r1(ϵ)c⃗1 + r2(ϵ)c⃗2 + · · · , (4.17)

where c⃗i are vectors of rational numbers and ri(ϵ) are rational functions of the dimensional

regularization parameter ϵ, and i = 1, . . . , 312. For example, we find

r1(ϵ) =
1−10ϵ

2ϵ
, r2(ϵ) =

(4ϵ−1)(6ϵ−1)

8ϵ2
. (4.18)

The property (4.17) provides a non-trivial check of our computation of boundary vectors.

It is interesting to note that the c⃗i are linearly independent and provide a basis for the

space of all vectors satisfying the regularity condition (4.15).

The organization in terms of boundary integrals makes it possible to derive solutions to

the differential equations that are exact in ϵ but truncated in the weight of the transcenden-

tal functions. Since the maximal weight is fixed at a given loop order (e.g., transcendental

weight 3 for the present computation), this provides a good way to determine an integral

table that is sufficient for any computation at that loop order.

It is also important to note that we have not specified an iε-prescription above. By

organizing the computation in terms of boundary integrals, this approach can be applied

as well to problems involving delta function (cut) propagators.

We have carried out extensive checks on the results. The integration is naturally

organized in terms of families defined by cubic diagrams. We have checked that the resulting

integrals on the overlap agree; in particular, we have checked the consistency with the

QED-type integrals results derived in Ref. [118]. Although this implies some unnecessary

over-computation, the fact that overlapping integrals agree is highly nontrivial.
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We conclude this section by pointing out that while we have independently obtained

differential equations for nonplanar integrals, the procedure discussed in Sec. 3.2 for IBP

relations naturally carries over to the differential equations. In particular, canonical bases

found for planar integrals provide canonical bases for nonplanar families. It is striking that

this process drastically reduces the number of master integrals that have to be computed to

71. We found that verifying this relation at the level of the differential equations’ solutions

provides a valuable consistency check. Similar considerations might also be relevant to

effective field theories of QCD in the context of collider physics.

The solutions to the differential equations up to transcendental weight 3 are provided

in a computer-readable compressed format in masterIntegralValues.m included in the

supplementary material to this manuscript.

5 The N = 8 supergravity 5PM amplitude and scattering angle

Using the classical integrals derived from canonical differential equations in the previous

section, we compute the N = 8 supergravity potential-region amplitude and the associated

scattering angle. Upon dimensionally reducing the massless integrand (see Sec. 2.1) and

performing the soft expansion, the integrand mapping and subsequent IBP reduction (see

Sec. 3), we obtain the even in |q| amplitude in terms of the global master integrals for

which we have solved the differential equations.

In order to organize the calculation, it turns out to be convenient to arrange the differ-

ent contributions according to the boundary conditions. This procedure has the advantage

that we can directly confirm the appearance of eikonal sums of boundary integrals. The

eikonal sums (2.15) generate cuts on the eikonal matter lines. While the individual inte-

grals are not well defined without further regularization, after summing the combination

of integrals is well defined. The amplitude is expanded in |q|,

M5 =

(
|q|2

µ2

)−4ϵ
[

2∑
k=−2

|q|k
Nk∑
n=1

fk,n(σ, ϵ) Ek,n(ϵ) +O(|q|3)

]
, (5.1)

where fk,n(σ, ϵ) are transcendental functions and Ek,n(ϵ) are eikonal sums of static eikonal

integrals. The classical part of the amplitude, i.e. the radial action Ĩr,5, is obtained from

the k = 2 term in the sum. Since we restrict our attention to the parity-even sector under

simultaneous flip of ui → −ui, we only have access to the even powers in the |q| expansion.
The number Nk counts the independent eikonal sums and depends on the power, k, of |q|.
For our case, we find that the functions fk,n(σ, ϵ) are finite in ϵ. Therefore, the logarithm

ln(|q|) required to obtain classical physics is generated whenever the static integrals have

poles in ϵ. We remark that we could simply drop the classically singular iteration terms

k = −2,−1, 0, 1 in Eq. (5.1) if we are only interested in the genuine classical contribution

that is relevant to extract classical observables at O(G5). Here, however, we keep classical

iterations, which are far simpler computationally, to serve as nontrivial checks.
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5.1 Iteration contributions

For the leading k = −2 term in Eq. (5.1), there is a single eikonal sum E−2,1

E−2,1 = 1× +1× +1× +1× +1× +

1× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +4× +4× +4× +

4× +4× +4× +4× +4× +

4× +4× +4× +4× +4× +

4× +4× +4× +4× +4× .

(5.2)

In Eq. (5.2) and similar expressions below, the integrals that appear in a sum are obtained

from the first term by permuting the vertices on the massive lines. The various numeric

factors in front of different integrals account for relative differences in diagram symmetries.

The coefficient of integral combination (5.2) in the amplitude (5.1) is proportional to

the fifth power of the tree-level radial action,

f−2,1 =
(8πG 4m2

1m
2
2c

2
ϕ)

5(
m1m2

√
σ2 − 1

)4 ∝ Ĩ5r,0 , (5.3)

where cϕ = cosϕ − σ is a recurring quantity involving the angle between the two BPS

vectors defining the external states. Using the eikonal identity (2.15), we find

5!

120
E−2,1=

(
i

2

)4

(5.4)

=
1

16

∫ 4∏
i=1

d3−2ϵℓi
(2π)3−2ϵ

1

ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ

2
3ℓ

2
4(ℓ1234 + q̂)2

1

(2ẑ · ℓ1)(2ẑ · ℓ12)(2ẑ · ℓ123)(2ẑ · ℓ1234)
.
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The combinatorial factor 5!
120 = 1 associated to E−2,1 in Eq. (5.4) is obtained from the

fact that we permute the five vertices on the bottom matter line and we divide out by the

number of integrals (120) appearing in the eikonal sum in Eq. (5.2). Combining Eqs. (5.3)

and (5.4) we find that the iteration term at O(|q|−2) is consistent with the prediction from

the amplitude-action relation (2.24).

For the purposes of this work, we only focus on the even powers in the |q| expansion
and, therefore, skip the classically-singular terms at |q|±1. At order |q|0 we find five possible

different eikonal sums

E0,1 = + . . . , E0,2 = + . . . ,

E0,3 = + . . . , E0,4 = + . . . ,

E0,5 = + . . . . (5.5)

The full expressions include 32, 47, 42, 84, and 26 terms, respectively. They are explicitly

given in the appendix in Eqs. (A.1)–(A.5). The first and the fourth sums are of the form

(two-loop)×(tree)2 and evaluate to

4!

60
E0,1 =

4!

144
E0,4 =

(
i

2

)4

. (5.6)

Similarly, the fifth sum evaluates to

4!

72
E0,5 =

(
i

2

)4

. (5.7)

The two remaining sums are of the type (one-loop)2×(tree) and are given by

4!

90
E0,2 =

4!

72
E0,3 =

(
i

2

)4

. (5.8)

The integrals appearing on the right hand side of Eqs. (5.6)–(5.8) are, explicitly,

=

(
1

16π2ϵ
+O(ϵ0)

)∫ 2∏
i=1

d3−2ϵℓi
(2π)3−2ϵ

1

ℓ21(ℓ
2
2)

2ϵ(ℓ12 + q̂)2
1

(2ẑ · ℓ1)(2ẑ · ℓ12)
,

(5.9)

=

(
1

16
+O(ϵ)

)∫ 2∏
i=1

d3−2ϵℓi
(2π)3−2ϵ

1

ℓ21(ℓ
2
2)

2ϵ(ℓ12 + q̂)2
1

(2ẑ · ℓ1)(2ẑ · ℓ12)
, (5.10)

=

(
1

16
+O(ϵ)

)∫ 2∏
i=1

d3−2ϵℓi
(2π)3−2ϵ

1

(ℓ21)
1/2+2ϵℓ22 [(ℓ12+q̂)2]1/2+2ϵ

1

(2ẑ · ℓ1)(2ẑ · ℓ12)
.

(5.11)
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In these expressions, we have performed the trivial subloop integration of bubble integrals,

which leads to the fractional powers on some of the remaining propagators and gives rise

to the ϵ-dependent coefficients.

As predicted by the amplitude-action relation (2.24), we find in N = 8 supergravity,

f0,1 = −(8πG)5

(
4m1m2c

2
ϕ

)5 (
m2

1 +m2
2

)
4m1m2 (σ2 − 1)3

∝ Ĩr,0Ĩ
0SF
r,2 , (5.12)

f0,4 = −(8πG)5
(m1m2)

5
(
4c2ϕ

)4
(σ2 − 1)3

[
2

3
c2ϕ σ−

(
σ2−1

) 3
2 arccosh(σ)

]
∝ Ĩ2r,0 Ĩ

1SF
r,2 , (5.13)

the individual sums naturally correspond to different SF sectors of the 3PM radial action

Ĩr,2 = m2
1m

2
2

[
(m2

1 +m2
2)Ĩ

0SF
r,2 +m1m2Ĩ

1SF
r,2

]
. (5.14)

This structure is consistent with the amplitude-action relation (2.24). As expected, f0,2 =

f0,3 = 0 due to the absence of a classical one-loop contribution Ĩr,1 = 0 in N = 8 [49].

In addition, we find f0,5 = 0 consistent with the fact that the corresponding structure is

absent at two loops. The two-loop result has been computed in Ref. [46].

5.2 Classical contributions

The first class of eikonal sums at order |q|2 comes from probe diagrams and is given by

E2,1 = 1× . (5.15)

Furthermore, there are two classes already present in the QED,

E2,2 = 1× +1× +1× +1× ,

(5.16)

E2,3 = 1× +1× +1× +1× +1× +

1× +1× +1× +1× +1× +

1× +1× .

(5.17)

In gravity, while there are no eikonal sums involving diagrams with cubic interactions of

massless particles, we find eikonal sums that involve quartic and quintic couplings between
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the massless particles

E2,4 = 1× +1× +1× +1× +1× +

1× ,

(5.18)

E2,5 = 1× +1× +1× +1× +2× +

2× +2× +2× ,

(5.19)

E2,6 = 1× +1× +1× +1× .

(5.20)

Finally, there is a class that is factorizing and involves a six-point coupling between the

massless particles

E2,7 = . (5.21)

Using the eikonal identity (2.15) for the cases n = 2, 4, 5 we can evaluate the sums. The

energy integrations are performed straightforwardly and the resulting integrals are three-

dimensional Euclidean integrals. We find the following values

5!× E1,2 =
4!× 2!

4
× E2,2 =

4!× 2!

12
× E2,3 =

(
i

2

)4

, (5.22)

2!× 4!

6
× E2,4 =

2!× 4!

12
× E2,5 =

(
i

2

)4

, (5.23)

2!× 4!

4
× E2,6 =

(
i

2

)4

, (5.24)

2!× 4!× E2,7 =
(
i

2

)4

. (5.25)
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The Euclidean integrals can be evaluated in terms of iterated bubble integrals and have

the values

=

∫ 4∏
i=1

d3−2ϵℓi
(2π)3−2ϵ

1

ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ

2
3ℓ

2
4(ℓ1234 + q̂)2

=
1

(16π2)4

[
−16π4

3ϵ
+O(ϵ0)

]
, (5.26)

=

∫ 4∏
i=1

d3−2ϵℓi
(2π)3−2ϵ

1

ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ

2
3ℓ

2
4(ℓ123 + q̂)2ℓ2234

=
1

(16π2)4

[
8π6

ϵ
+O(ϵ0)

]
, (5.27)

=

∫ 4∏
i=1

d3−2ϵℓi
(2π)3−2ϵ

1

ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ

2
3ℓ

2
4(ℓ123 + q̂)2ℓ21234

=
1

(16π2)4

[
8π4

ϵ2
+
32π4

ϵ
(4−γE+ ln(4π)) +O(ϵ0)

]
, (5.28)

=

∫ 4∏
i=1

d3−2ϵℓi
(2π)3−2ϵ

1

ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ

2
3ℓ

2
4(ℓ123 + q̂)2(ℓ4 + q̂)2

= O(ϵ0) , (5.29)

All diagrams within a given eikonal sum are related by permuting vertices on the matter

lines. In our case, each of the graphs represents a separate boundary condition. Crucially,

it serves as a nontrivial check that the coefficients of the amplitude on eikonal-related

boundary integrals must agree as functions of the kinematics up to relative numerical

symmetry factors.

The organization in terms of the eikonal sums, exposes some interesting structures.

First, the groups cleanly separate different mass structures in the final result. To leading

order in the large mass expansion only E2,1 contributes, at the next order E2,i i = 2, . . . 7

contribute. At the second order of the gravitational self-force, there are additional classes of

diagrams with two lines on either side not included here. Next, we note that the coefficients

of the boundary integrals feature different classes of special functions. In particular, while

elliptic integrals cancel from the final result, they only arise in the coefficients f2,4 and

f2,7 and at higher order in ϵ. To leading order in ϵ the contributions from f2,4 and f2,5
are particularly simple and only contain rational functions. Interestingly, we find that the

coefficients come with opposite signs f2,4 = −f2,5, and thus, their contribution cancels

in the final result. The functions f2,2 and f2,3 are the most complicated and involve

polylogarithms of up to weight 2. The divergence arising from the split between near-zone

and far-zone, i.e. the separation of potential and radiation region, is localized in E2,3.
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5.3 Results

After evaluating the eikonal sums and adding all contributions, we find10

Ĩ0SFr,5 = G5πc4ϕ |q|2
(
|q|2

µ̄2

)−4ϵ
[
−

4 c6ϕ

5ϵ (σ2 − 1)4
+O(ϵ0)

]
, (5.30)

Ĩ1SFr,5 = G5πc4ϕ |q|2
(
|q|2

µ̄2

)−4ϵ
[
I1SF,div.r,5

ϵ2
+

I1SF,fin.r,5

ϵ
+O(ϵ0)

]
, (5.31)

where µ̄2 = 4πe−γE µ2 is the MS renormalization scale. Note that classical physics is

encoded in the non-analytic |q|2 ln |q| term at 5PM, which is obtained by expanding in

ϵ. In presenting our results, however, we prefer to keep the |q2|−4ϵ term intact, and it is

implicitly understood that we need a 1/ϵ accompanying this factor in order to ultimately

generate the ln |q|. The appearance of the 1/ϵ2 factor signals a true divergence, which

arises because of the overlap of the potential and radiation contributions [131, 132]. The

divergence is expected to cancel after tail contributions are included. This cancellation

appears at three loops [97] and is generally common when separating regions [76].

The 5PM radial action through the first order in self-force is

Ĩ1SF,div.r,5 = 16c2ϕ

{
F0

[
σ2c2ϕ

(σ2 − 1)2
+

4σcϕ
σ2 − 1

+ 4

]
+

σc2ϕ

(σ2 − 1)2
+

2cϕ
σ2 − 1

}
, (5.32)

Ĩ1SF,fin.r,5 = r1 + r2 F0 + r3 F
2
0 + r4 F1 + r5 F2 . (5.33)

Surprisingly, we encounter only simple transcendental functions up to weight two,

F0 =
2x

1− x2
ln(x) , (5.34)

F1 =
2x

1− x2

[
−Li2(1− x)− Li2(−x)− ln(x) ln(x+ 1)− 1

2
ζ2

]
, (5.35)

F2 =
2x

1− x2

[
−Li2(1− x) + Li2(−x)− 1

2
ln2(x) + ln(x) ln(x+ 1) +

1

2
ζ2

]
. (5.36)

10We recall that, in our conventions for the SF organization of the radial action Eq. (2.29), we have

factored out the explicit mass dependence m2
1m

2
2(m

4
1 + m4

2) and m3
1m

3
2(m

2
1 + m2

2) for the 0SF and 1SF

contributions, respectively.
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The corresponding rational prefactors are

r1 =
16c3ϕ
σ2 − 1

[
−
σ
(
5σ2 − 4

)
c3ϕ

5 (σ2 − 1)3
−

2c2ϕ
σ2 − 1

+ 8

]
, (5.37)

r2 = 32c2ϕ

[
−

σ2c4ϕ

(σ2 − 1)3
−

4σc3ϕ

(σ2 − 1)2
−

9
(
2σ2 − 1

)
c2ϕ

2 (σ2 − 1)2
−

8σcϕ
σ2 − 1

+ 1

]
, (5.38)

r3 = 16cϕ

[
−

σ3c5ϕ

(σ2 − 1)3
−

6σ2c4ϕ

(σ2 − 1)2
+

6σ
(
2− 3σ2

)
c3ϕ

(σ2 − 1)2
+

(
8− 32σ2

)
c2ϕ

σ2 − 1

−
92σcϕ

3
− 40

3

(
σ2 − 1

) ]
, (5.39)

r4 = 32cϕ

[
−

σc3ϕ

(σ2 − 1)2
−

2c2ϕ
σ2 − 1

−
4σcϕ

3 (σ2 − 1)
− 8

3

]
, (5.40)

r5 = 64cϕ

[
σ2c3ϕ

(σ2 − 1)2
+

4σc2ϕ
σ2 − 1

+
2
(
7σ2 − 6

)
cϕ

3 (σ2 − 1)
+

4σ

3

]
. (5.41)

Thus, the resulting classical amplitude in maximal supergravity is extremely simple, es-

pecially when compared to expectations from lower-loop calculations. Besides finding at

most transcendental functions of weight two, all elliptic integrals have canceled in the final

result in a trivial manner; all elliptic contributions appear only in higher orders in the ϵ

expansion, in close similarity with the analogous calculation in Einstein gravity [55]. Out of

the 10 integration kernels in Eq. (4.6) that are relevant for the differential equations for the

master integrals, the amplitude only contains the kernels 1/x and 1/(x±1) and is therefore

expressible in terms of harmonic polylogarithms [163]. Since we only encounter weight two

functions, we are able to re-write the result in terms of the classical polylogarithms in

Eqs. (5.34)–(5.35).

Note that the divergent part of the four-loop potential-region amplitude Eq. (5.32)

makes a nontrivial prediction [125, 164, 165] (see also [55] for the check in general relativity)

for the velocity-odd part of the energy loss at three-loop order to be proportional to,

16c2ϕ

[
F0

(
σ2c2ϕ

(σ2 − 1)2
+

4σcϕ
σ2 − 1

+ 4

)
+

σc2ϕ

(σ2 − 1)2
+

2cϕ
σ2 − 1

]
, (5.42)

which, surprisingly, contains only the logarithm ln(x) in F0 given in Eq. (5.34) and appears

simpler than the two-loop result in Refs. [166, 167]. It would be interesting to verify this

three-loop prediction by an explicit computation using either the KMOC formalism [93] or

the recently computed NLO (super-)gravitational waveform [168].

To convert the momentum-space radial action (5.30)–(5.31) to the 5PM scattering

angle,

χ5 = (m4
1 +m4

2)χ
0SF
5 +m1m2(m

2
1 +m2

2)χ
1SF
5 +m2

1m
2
2 χ

2SF
5 (5.43)

we first Fourier-transform the former to impact parameter space, paying attention to the

interference of the 1/ϵ divergence with the ϵ-dependent power of the momentum transfer.
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Then, the scattering angle follows from Eq. (2.27). These steps are equivalent to simply

replacing the |q|-dependent factors in Eqs. (5.30) and (5.31) by

|q|2
(
|q|2

µ̄2

)−4ϵ

7−→
(
µ2 b̃2

)5ϵ 1

b5

√
2m1m2σ +m2

1 +m2
2

πm2
1m

2
2 (σ

2 − 1)

2(e−9 ϵ γE) Γ(3− 5ϵ)

Γ(4ϵ− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(−16ϵ+184ϵ2+O(ϵ3))

, (5.44)

where we defined b̃2 = b2πeγE and b is the magnitude of the impact parameter. Explicitly,

the 0SF and 1SF potential-region contributions to the 5PM scattering angle are

χ0SF
5 =

G5

b5

(
µ2 b̃2

)5ϵ
c4ϕ

√
2m1m2σ +m2

1 +m2
2

(σ2 − 1)

[
64 c6ϕ

5 (σ2 − 1)4

]
+O(ϵ) , (5.45)

χ1SF
5 =

G5

b5

(
µ2 b̃2

)5ϵ
c4ϕ

√
2m1m2σ +m2

1 +m2
2

(σ2 − 1)

×

[
− 16

ϵ
I1SF,div.r,5 +

(
184I1SF,div.r,5 − 16I1SF,fin.r,5

)]
+O(ϵ) . (5.46)

As already noted, we expect that the divergent term in the 1SF potential scattering angle

cancels once even-in-velocity conservative radiation contributions are included.

5.4 Consistency checks

Unlike in general relativity, there are no available post-Newtonian results in N = 8 su-

pergravity for comparison. Instead, we have conducted various consistency checks on our

results. First, we verified the zero self-force scattering angle against the O(G5) prediction

from the exact geodesic motion result [46]11,

χ0SF = 2arctan

(
Gm1m2

J

2c2ϕ√
σ2 − 1

)
. (5.47)

We have furthermore checked the leading in velocity terms of the scattering angle that are

predicted from lower-order iterations. In this, we follow the discussion in Ref. [92]. We use

the fact that the scattering angle is written in terms of the radial momentum,

χ = π − 2J

∞∫
rmin

dr

r2
√

p2r(r)
. (5.48)

Next, we expand the radial momentum in powers of the coupling G,

p2r(r) = p2 − J2

r2
+
∑
k=1

(
G

r

)k

(µr)2kϵPk(σ) , (5.49)

11Note that we organize the SF expansion in terms of mass structures, not in terms of the total mass

M = m1 +m2 and the symmetric mass ratio ν = m1m2
M2 , where, for example, m4

1 +m4
2 = M4(1− 4ν +2ν2)

would contribute to higher orders in the ν polynomial. Therefore, to check for agreement to a certain SF

order, we need to expand, say, in m1 ≪ m2 to the desired order.
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where p is the center-of-mass momentum at infinity, see Eq. (2.18), and the epsilonic factors

are important to handle divergent quantities. We perform the radial integral order by order

in a G expansion and compare it to the PM expansion of the scattering angle (2.28). This

yields the following expression, predicting the angle at orders v−2k, k = 2, 3, 4, 5

χ5 =
16χ1χ4

[
1 + ϵ

(
55
6 − 16 ln 2

)]
3π

− 9χ5
1

80
+

3χ2χ
3
1

π
− 3

2
χ3χ

2
1−

12χ2
2χ1

π2
+

4χ2χ3

π
+O(v−2, ϵ) .

(5.50)

Note that the one-loop correction to the scattering angle is zero, χ2 = 0, in N = 8

supergravity due to the absence of one-loop triangles. We checked that the general results

in Eqs. (5.30) and (5.31) agree with this prediction12.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

N = 8 supergravity provides an outstanding model to study interesting aspects of grav-

itational interactions, such as the potential integrability of orbital motion [49] and the

universality in the high-energy limit [46, 47]. Classical calculations in this theory via scat-

tering amplitudes also provide a robust test of loop integration methods, as they sample [46]

nearly all the master integral types encountered in Einstein gravity.

While constructing amplitude integrands at high orders in the PM expansion is rela-

tively straightforward, the most significant conceptual and technical challenges arise else-

where. The most obvious difficulty is that by the fifth PM (or fourth loop) order analyzed

here, the standard IBP and differential equation methods become increasingly involved. In

a previous paper [118], we computed the potential-mode contribution for the simpler case

of electrodynamics, demonstrating that with careful tuning, the standard methods can be

made to work at this order. Recently, Ref. [55] computed 1SF conservative contributions

to the 5PM impulse in Einstein gravity.

In this paper, we computed the graviton potential-mode contribution to the classical

four-massive-scalar four-loop amplitude in N = 8 supergravity and assembled their 1SF

contributions to the radial action and scattering angle, and confirmed the self-consistency of

its small velocity expansion. To this end, we used master integrals that can also be chosen

in Einstein gravity. The amplitude displays all the expected properties after integration.

Apart from being remarkably compact, it only exhibits weight-two classical polylogarithms,

Eqs. (5.34)–(5.36); similar to Einstein gravity, no elliptic integrals feature in our results.

The radiation-mode contributions can be analyzed in a similar manner, which we leave for

future work. Our analysis here is restricted to the 1SF-type terms, as the remaining 2SF

contributions are more complex.

Our analysis explicitly demonstrates through four loops that basic structures encoun-

tered in gravitational amplitudes in the eikonal limit continue to be relevant in the classical

limit. In particular, the appearance of eikonal sums of integrals [122, 123] enforces the ex-

pected property that classical amplitudes have one cut matter line in each loop [56, 91].

12In order to perform this check, we have used an unpublished result for the 4PM angle χ4 [169] in

Eq. (5.50).
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The corresponding constraints realized as Dirac delta functions of linearized matter prop-

agators, enable an algebraic evaluation of the energy integrals in all loops.

The emergence of these eikonal sums also implies that the boundary integrals necessary

to define the solution to the differential equations for master integrals also appear in similar

combinations, which are well defined even though the individual integrals are not. An

analogous feature was already encountered at lower loops [92]. Integrals with divergences

not regulated by dimensional regularization are reminiscent of effective field theories of

QCD, see e.g. [170, 171]. Here, the need for an additional regulator is removed by the

explicit appearance of the eikonal sums of integrals. It would be interesting to understand

whether a similar strategy can be employed in QCD.

For our calculations, we used an off-shell four-scalar integrand derived via Kaluza-Klein

reduction [46] from the available [103] complete masslessD-dimensional integrand of N = 8

supergravity. We explained how cuts of linear propagators—either appearing because of

eikonal sums or effectively because the collapse of certain matter lines sets integrals to

zero or simply as a means to reduce the complexity of integral reduction—can be used to

extract the IBP reduction of nonplanar integrals from that of planar ones. As we explained

in Sec. 3.2, the IBP reduction tables are essentially identical except for keeping track of

the iε prescription for matter propagators.

Generally, however, and especially in Einstein gravity, it is more convenient to forego

the assembly of soft-expanded generalized cuts into gravitational integrands and instead

use the cut conditions to planarize them as early as possible. While derivatives of delta

functions that appear in the classical limit are not natural objects from the perspective

of generalized cuts, simple IBP identities can be applied to remove all derivatives of delta

functions, simplifying the mapping between nonplanar and planar contributions.

Because the massless four-point four-loop N = 8 integrand [103] that we used in

our calculations was constructed for the study of its UV properties, its IR properties are

different from the ones implied by Feynman diagram analysis. To correct this feature,

we found it useful to map the soft-expanded integrand to a complete basis of unique

integrals specified within a choice of irreducible scalar products. This map leads to the

cancellation of all terms with spurious soft scaling, which also lead to integrals of higher-

than-expected complexity. In a cut-based construction, the mapping to unique integrand

terms effectively diagonalizes the merging of generalized cuts and, up to combinatorial

factors, puts them in direct correspondence with the off-shell integrand. As we will explain

in Ref. [109], this property makes it straightforward to apply tree-level double copy to

build complete gravitational integrands at any loop order. By bypassing the difficulties

in finding gauge-theory integrands at high loop orders that satisfy the duality between

color and kinematics [104, 172], this improved approach to cut merging clears the path

for renewed progress in studying the high-energy properties of supergravity theories with

various numbers of supercharges, including N = 8 supergravity.

An important spin-off from our work here is various improvements in the IBP codes.

The off-the-shelf application of standard IBP-reduction algorithms to the integrals with

22 propagators and irreducible numerators encountered at four loops is highly inefficient.

This is mitigated by careful tuning of the algorithms and new ideas to minimize memory
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requirements and maximize speed. We have considerably upgraded FIRE and have also

constructed an independent private program based on finite prime fields. Kira has also been

recently upgraded for gravity calculations by another group [55]. Not only is this of direct

importance for problems in gravitational waves, but we expect that these developments

will impact, in due course, collider physics and quantum scattering amplitude calculations.

We anticipate that further advancements are likely achievable in the coming years, not

only from refinements of existing algorithms but also following ideas, for example, from

algebraic geometry [111, 139, 141, 173], intersection theory [174] or careful selection of

integral relations [175].

Besides the obvious application of the methods to the two-body dynamics in general

relativity, a natural direction is to complete the N = 8 supergravity conservative part to

include radiative conservative and dissipative contributions, including the 2SF terms not

evaluated in this paper. The structure of this theory is sufficiently simple to offer new

insights into two-body dynamics, as at lower loops [46, 47, 49]. In particular, it would be

interesting to study the fate of graviton dominance and high-energy universality [47]. At

the same time, this theory is sufficiently close to general relativity so that these insights

should also apply to this more general case. Although significant conceptual and technical

challenges remain, continued refinements in the standard integration by parts and differen-

tial equation methods will be able to overcome a major obstacle to obtaining the complete

two-body dynamics at 5PM.
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A Eikonal sums

In the appendix, we list the remaining eikonal sums for the classically singular terms

computed in this work. Since we restrict our attention to the parity-even sector under

simultaneous flip of ui → −ui, we have access only to the even powers in the |q| expansion.
The first eikonal sum at O(q0) is given by

E0,1 = 1× +1× +1× +1× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× .

(A.1)
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The second eikonal sum at O(q0) is given by

E0,2 =1× +1× +1× +1× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× .

(A.2)
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The third eikonal sum at O(q0) is given by

E0,3 = 1× +1× +1× +1× +1× +

1× +1× +1× +1× +1× +

1× +1× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× .

(A.3)
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The fourth eikonal sum at O(q0) is given by

E0,4 = 1× +1× +1× +1× +1× +

1× +1× +1× +1× +1× +

1× +1× +1× +1× +1× +

1× +1× +1× +1× +1× +

1× +1× +1× +1× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× .

(A.4)
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The fifth eikonal sum at O(q0) is given by

E0,5 = 1× +1× +1× +1× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +2× +

2× +2× +2× +2× +4× +

4× +4× +4× +4× +4× +

4× +4× +4× +4× +4× +

4× .

(A.5)
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